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METHODOLOGY

A small volume of 3D is provided by Neelam and
Heera asset group on north Heera field covering the six vertical
wells (Fig.2). Heera is a paleo-structure and is located at Heera–
Panna–Bassein block of Bombay offshore basin (Fig.1). Primary
targets are Mukta and Bassein formation, which is monotonous
limestone. The objective of this analysis is to delineate low
acoustic impedance zone and to decipher porous and non-
porous limestone. Each wells contains sonic, density, resistivity
and effective porosity log. Data specification for 3D data
considered is listed below.

Survey size : 5000 LKM
(subset of 3D)
Inline spacing : 18.75 m
Crossline spacing : 12.75 m
No. of inlines : 501
No.  of crosslines : 801
SI : 2 ms

1. The seismic volume used for inversion has to meet certain
conditions to be representative of the reflection
coefficients. The data set has to be multiple-free,
processed in preserved amplitude, zero offset, migrated
and preferably zero phase. Therefore the first phase in
analysis involves the estimation and removal of the
residual phase contained in the time migrated volume i.e.
wavelet processing. After random sampling of wavelet
extracted at front, mid and end of survey and around well
location, we find that it is needed to apply 81degree phase
rotation on migrated data to de-phase it (Fig.3). Figure 1
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2. Extraction of a seismic wavelet is mandatory for performing
forward modelling from the impedance model. This
wavelet is defined by comparing the seismic traces with a
synthetic seismogram at the well locations. So well to
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Figure 2

Figure 3a : Time migrated seismic section through well HE-A  b : Wavelet Processed section
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seismic calibration was carried out for all six wells. Fig 4a
shows good match between synthetic data and wavelet-
processed data. The correlation coefficient is greater than
0.8. The wavelet with which reflecting series is convolved
is extracted using all six wells and seismic data as depicted
in well-wavelet analysis plot (Fig.4b).This wavelet is
representative of  the whole volume and matching all
wells and showing an average correlation coefficient of
0.7. Since the frequency content of the seismic is time-
variant, this wavelet is only representative of the limited
time window (about 400 ms) used for performing inversion
around the target.

3. Building the initial model is a key step, since it defines
the low frequency variation and leads to an improvement
in the vertical resolution. The model uses two parameters,
namely, time and impedance, which relate to certain
number of main horizons selected from the position of
the main impedance contrast and from geological
boundary such as unconformity,  etc. These macro layers
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are defined by time grids, which are derived from picking
horizons and impedance grid derived from well data. The
seismic volume is inverted using a model prepared (Fig.5b)
from calibrated seismic and well data at all drilled locations
and guided by picked horizons at the reservoir level (model
based inversion) to generate an acoustic impedance
volume. During the inversion process, the impedance
values are updated until optimum model is produced. The
use of 3D algorithm allows the inversion to be less
sensitive to the noise and better preserve the spatial
consistency of the 3D seismic data. Fig 6a shows the AI
section along a subline A through well HC-9. Error analysis
section (Fig.6b) showing match between the seismic and
synthetic calculated from inversion result indicative of the
accuracy.

4. Porosity log is converted from depth to time and sampled
at 2ms sample rate same as seismic data. As we correlate
over time window, the quality of the depth to time
conversion is crucial. A single composite trace is extracted

Figure 4a : Well  to seismic correlation at HC-9

Figure 4b: Multi well analysis for extracted wavelet used in seismic inversion
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Figure 5a: Inline A

Figure 5b: Initial  model impedance section  passing through inline A.

Figure 6a : Impedance section passing through well HC -9
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from 3D seismic for each of the six wells. The training data
for three wells is shown in Fig.7. Analysed well log and
seismic at drilled locations Number of attributes used in
multi attribute transform is shown in Fig.8a, the first line
shows that single best attribute is 1/AI.Using this attribute
with 7 points convolution operator gives a absolute
prediction error of 3.3%, second line shows that best pair
of attributes is 1/AI and amplitude envelope using this
error goes down to 3.1% and same table is represented
graphically in Fig.7b. Total six attributes are selected
based on highest correlation and minimum prediction error.

Figure 6b: Error plot showing the difference between the synthetic calculated from inversion result and seismic data

Then this statistical relationship which is derived between
the target log, i.e. effective porosity and seismic data at
the well location, is applied to seismic volume within
limited window between H3A and H4 horizons in order to
estimate the porosity at all  locations of the seismic volume.

RESULTS

Fig 6a shows acoustic impedance section along IL A
through well HC-9 and it shows good tie between computed
impedance log and the inversion result. It shows the increase

Figure 7
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Figure 8a: Multi Attribute List showing how the traning error
decreases as the number of attributes used in analysis
increases. The error of around 3.3 %  reduces to 2.1.
However validation error increases  from attributes seven
onwards

Figure 8b: The lower curve (black dot) is the prediction error  when
all wells are used in the analysis. The upper curve (red
dot) shows average validation error  which is minimum
for 6 attributes.

in AI near Mukta formation top (11,000 gm/cc * m/s) then it
drops down to 8100 gm/cc * m/s at H3B, here we can clearly
identify four layers, namely, B1 to B4 within Bassein formation.
Data slice thru acoustic impedance volume near Bassein
formation top shows low AI zone (gradation green to yellow)
and high AI area (gradation red to magenta) and depicts the
lateral variation (Fig 9).

Fig 10 shows the original porosity (black) and
predicted porosity (red) after applying multi-attribute transform
using six attributes and seven points convolution operator
and normalized correlation coefficient is 0.85. Fig 10b shows

Figure 9: Data slice  through AI volume at H3B (Bassein  formation
top) . Porous zones are in  colors  grading  from dark
green to yellow

Figure 10a: The original porosity log is shown in black, the predicted log is shown in red. Analysed within a
window  bounded between blue lines. The correlation coefficient for all wells  is 0.85   and average
error is  around  2.3.
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cross validation plot which systematically removes well from
the analysis and measures the prediction error of these wells.
Fig 11 shows the distributon of prediction over the 6 wells.The
difference between two curves is farily consistent at about
.006% in porosity unit. This simulates the well after the analysis.

Figure 10b: The validation  result, the multi attribute transform for each well  has been  re-derived with  that well
data removed  from the analysis.The normalized correlation  for  all  the wells  is  0.63.

Fig 12 depicts the porosity prediction along line A
thru well HC-9 using multi attribute transform and shows
porosity development within Mukta and Bassein formation.
The deflection of computed porosity curve towards right shows
the increase in porosity and it shows good tie with estimated
porosity. Porosity map near and at Bassein formation top shows
the lateral variability of porosity (Fig.13&14). Porosity is
represented by colour scale in units of porosity (%). Data slices
through acoustic and porosity volume are studied at every 4
ms and it has provided an excellent delineation of the main low
impedance B1-layer near Bassein top.

CONCLUSION

The above study demonstrates the advantages of
using an impedance cube for reservoir characterization. To a

Figure 11a : Cross plot between predicted porosity and actual
porosity at all the wells  using NN

Figure 11b: The prediction error  for each of the six wells. The
lower curve shows the prediction error when the
specified  well  used  in  the analysis. The upper curve
shows the validation error  when that  particular  well
is  not  used in the analysis.

Figure 12: Porosity  section along  IL A  using multi attribute
transform. The log  porosity  for well  HC-9  is displayed
in  black  curve.
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certain extent this 3D stratigraphic inversion bridges the gap
between the vertical resolution of the seismic data and the log
measurements. The degree of resolution as depicted in the
data slices at and near H3b through acoustic impedance volume
and porosity volume help in estimating flow barriers and
designing a horizontal drilling programme. This enhancement

Figure 13 : Data slice through Porosity Volume near H3B. Good
Porosity development is shown by colors grading  from
Blue to Magena. Tight zones are indicated  with
gradation Green to Yellow

Figure 14 : Porosity  map at H3B.Good  porosity  zones are in
color grading  from Blue to Magenta.Tight  zones are in
color grading from dark Green  to Yellow

proved to be effective for planning a platform .It confirms the
key role seismic can play in optimising field production.
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